
Managed Share Portfolios

Portfolio 
Management

Wayne Smith,CFA,CFP
Hanneke Ferreira, CFA

Launch Date September 2010

Minimum Investment R700 000 for full portfolio exposure
Lower sums will result in fewer shares being 
bought with the minimum trade size restricted 
to $3 300 per share

Annual 
Management Fees

A minimum of 0.5% of the portfolio value
Please see our company brochure for the full 
fee schedule 
(VAT exclusive) 

Advisory Fees (when 
applicable)

Please see our company brochure for the full 
fee schedule 

Benchmark 50% S&P 500 Index and 50% DJ Eurostoxx 50 

Index

Liquidity 5 - 10 working days subject to underlying 
securities

Investment 
horison

5 years plus

Reporting and 
transparency

Quarterly performance reporting

Risk Profile Aggressive, long term growth

The OffshOre GrOwTh MOdel

The model is designed to provide the investor with exposure to a portfolio of ±15 
shares traded on the major exchanges of the world including New York, London, Paris, Frankfurt, 
Zurich and Hong Kong.  

The model typically follows a “core/ satellite” approach where the core is made up of a 
30% exposure to MSCI Indices that track global markets around which “satellite” active share 
positions are taken. Active positions are broken down into holdings for five years and longer, thee 
to five years and one to three years positions.  

The portfolio is constantly reviewed and a watch list is maintained of companies that be-
come eligible for inclusion into the model.  The model has a six year history.

The model is suitable for an investor who is looking for long term capital growth in developed 

investment markets.
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Capstone manages five share models catering to different investment needs.  Each model is made up of shares that are 
carefully selected for their potential to deliver the desired investment outcome over a pre-determined investment term.  Shares are 
combined to determine their impact on the overall investment model’s potential outcomes in terms of share price growth, dividend 
yields and forward earnings prospects for the portfolio as a whole.  Changes to the underlying holdings are made in line with the model’s 
objectives and clients’ investments are aligned to the models on their respective investment dates.   

Factors such as market timing, position size and unique needs determine what the ultimate client investment portfolio 
will look like on the investment date. Additional investments are kept back at times to ensure that the money is not invested into 
the portfolio where the prospects for an acceptable return have fallen to the point where the investment does not justify the risk.  In 
these instances the account is monitored and the money is fed into the market on a share by shares basis or once the model as a whole 
shows favourable investment characteristics.



The OffshOre hIGh dIVIdeNd MOdel

The model is made up of a concentrated number of shares that pay a dividend 
of more than 4% and exhibit strong earnings growth prospects at a reasonable 
valuation in their respective currencies at date of purchase. Shares are deliberately 
selected to ensure that there is a diverse currency exposure amongst various major 
currencies.  

Shares are bought into the model with a view to holding the shares for periods 
longer than three years and there is a bias towards larger, geographically diversified 
companies.  

The portfolio is actively managed and is suitable for an investor requiring a regular 

income from dividends with capital growth opportunities over the longer term.  

Portfolio 
Management

Wayne Smith,CFA,CFP
Hanneke Ferreira, CFA

Launch Date December 2015

Minimum Investment ±R430 000 for full portfolio exposure
Lower sums will result in fewer shares being 
bought with the minimum trade size restricted 
to $3 300 per share

Annual 
Management Fees

A minimum of 0.5% of the portfolio value
Please see our company brochure for the full 
fee schedule 
(VAT exclusive) 

Advisory Fees (when 
applicable)

Please see our company brochure for the full 
fee schedule 

Liquidity 5 - 10 working days subject to underlying 
securities

Investment 
horison

5 years plus

Reporting and 
transparency

Quarterly performance reporting

Risk Profile Moderately Aggressive, long term growth

The sA GrOwTh MOdel

The model is constructed with a goal of investing into companies where man-
agement have a proven long term track record or exhibit characteristics of strong long 
term growth at a reasonable price.  

Shares are bought with a view to holding them through the cycle or until target 
prices have been reached, with a target holding period of three years or longer per 
share.  Due to the volatility of the market the portfolio may go through periods where 
the turnover of the underlying shares may exceed 30% in any given tax year in order to 
ensure that the models long term growth prospects are optimised.  

The portfolio is ideal for investors looking for long term exposure to the South Afri-

can stock market and have the time to ride out the volatility of the market.  

Portfolio 
Management

Wayne Smith,CFA,CFP
Hanneke Ferreira, CFA

Launch Date December 2015

Minimum Investment ±R300 000 for full portfolio exposure

Annual 
Management Fees

A minimum of 0.5% of the portfolio value
Please see our company brochure for the full 
fee schedule 
(VAT exclusive) 

Advisory Fees (when 
applicable)

Please see our company brochure for the full 
fee schedule 

Liquidity 5 - 10 working days subject to underlying 
securities

Investment 
horison

5 years plus

Reporting and 
transparency

Quarterly performance reporting

Risk Profile Aggressive, long term growth



Portfolio 
Management

Wayne Smith,CFA,CFP
Hanneke Ferreira, CFA

Launch Date December 2008

Minimum Investment ±R260 000 for full portfolio exposure

Annual 
Management Fees

A minimum of 0.5% of the portfolio value
Please see our company brochure for the full 
fee schedule 
(VAT exclusive) 

Advisory Fees (when 
applicable)

Please see our company brochure for the full 
fee schedule 

Liquidity 5 - 10 working days subject to underlying 
securities

Investment 
horison

5 years plus

Reporting and 
transparency

Quarterly performance reporting

Risk Profile Moderately Aggressive, long term growth

The sA hIGh dIVIdeNd MOdel

The model is designed for investors who are looking for a portfolio of high 
dividend yielding shares that generate a gross dividend of at least 4% per annum.  
The model is made up of a concentrated portfolio of shares selected on (1) high divi-
dends, (2) growing dividends and (3) reasonable valuations at date of purchase.  

The model was established in December 2008 and is ideal for investors looking for 
an income growing in line with inflation together with the prospects of capital growth 
over the long term.  

The model is suitable for inclusion into life annuity investments.  

The sA UlTrA hIGh dIVIdeNd MOdel

The model was started in January 2017 to match the need of many investors who 
are drawing incomes from their capital investments in excess of 6% per annum.  The 
model is made up of a concentrated portfolio of shares that seek to pay a very high 
dividend with limited dividend growth and the potential to increase the capital value of 
the investments over the long term.  

At times the portfolio may hold a high weighting of property and financial shares as 
sector diversification is subservient to the need to provide a high and stable dividend 
income.

The portfolio is defensive in nature relative to the market as the portfolio managers 

seek to provide investors with a high level of income at a lower risk to the market 

as a whole.

Portfolio 
Management

Wayne Smith,CFA,CFP
Hanneke Ferreira, CFA

Launch Date January 2017

Minimum Investment ±R200 000 for full portfolio exposure

Annual 
Management Fees

A minimum of 0.5% of the portfolio value
Please see our company brochure for the full 
fee schedule 
(VAT exclusive) 

Advisory Fees (when 
applicable)

Please see our company brochure for the full 
fee schedule 

Liquidity 5 - 10 working days subject to underlying 
securities

Investment 
horison

5 years plus

Reporting and 
transparency

Quarterly performance reporting

Risk Profile Moderately Aggressive, long term growth

Investment Structure and Disclaimer
The Capstone Share Models are managed on Capstone’s internal systems and used to align client’s share portfolios to the respective model.  There is no guarantee that client portfolios will be fully aligned to the models 
as investment timing and investment opportunities may dictate that, for a season the portfolios may differ in appearance. At all times share portfolios are registered in the name of the investor concerned and Capstone is 
limited to the nature of the mandate entered into with the investor at all times.  Capstone’s preferred partner in SAXO Capital markets SA, who provide investors with a trading platform linked to local and global markets.  
Clients may also hold accounts with Sasfin Securities, Investec Securities and Sanlam Private Wealth which Capstone’s investment team may manage on a full or limited discretion basis.

Investors are alerted to the fact that neither Capstone, or any of its officers, management or staff offer any guarantees, sureties or any other assurance as to the performance of the investment in any way whatsoever.  
Investors attention is drawn to the fact that the underlying investments are risky in nature and as such there is a chance of a capital loss as well as capital gain.  Investors are also alerted to the fact that past performance 
information serves as a guide to investors and in no way implies future performance.  For more information please contact us on 011 477 0062.
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